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Letter from the Editor

WELCOME TO THE UNSEEN

My name is Mimi Young, and I am a Han-Taiwanese Canadian, living, working, and playing on the unceded and
traditional territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Mus ueam), Sḵ wx̱ wú7mesh (S uamish), and Sel̓íl̓witulh (TsleilWaututh) Nations, otherwise known as Vancouver, Canada. I am also a spirit communicator.
In this issue, many in the northern hemisphere begin to tangibly shi from late Winter's sleep to the wakeful
emergence of Spring. Early Spring’s sense of hustle and potential are felt, but the tangible form of light and
warmth may not yet be abundantly noticed. I have always likened this to our dream state: relaxed, feeling, and
not yet in an active direction. Rather, we are receptive to how our ideas may take form, and the promise of
clarity is on the horizon.
rough personal stories that relate my dreams, to a collab dreamwork feature with Goop, and to an upcoming
live-stream o ering, HOW TO INTERPRET YOUR DREAMS e-course, I invite you to attentively listen to
your inner oracle. Your dreams contain your creative life force, your clarity and purpose, your personal keys to
the Unseen.

My upcoming Mystery Mentorship Water Module will also be exploring the element of Water, including dreams,
in depth at the intersection of magick and intuition, core shamanic and occultic practices. We start on April 4.
See https://shopceremonie.com/mystery-mentorship to learn more.
My wish for you is for you to access the Unseen via your dreams, your most accurate and personalized oracle.

Yours,

Mimi Young
Editor of Unseen Journal + Founder of Ceremonie

PS. As a solopreneur, I would also like to say thank you ahead of time for honouring my work. Please feel free to print ONE copy of this magazine
for your personal, non-commercial use and enjoymen . If you share any short excerpts on social media, full credit and a ing of myself
@shopceremonie and the corresponding photographer must be included. If you feel called to share this content with others, please only do so by
using the link to join my mailing lis . Please ake the time to read my note on usage and copyright non-negotiables on the previous page. ank you
for honouring this so I can continue to bring this to you every month for free.

Botanical Spotlight

PLANT TRINITY
F O R D R E A M WO R K

Aromatic plants emit subtle and not-so-subtle fragrances to energetically interact with
your sense of wellness, your energy eld, and the spaces you dwell in.
In the context of dream work—a practice that includes the exploration, interpre ation, and
other forms of processing dreams to help people gain self awareness, assist with problem solving,
sharpen intuition, and improve general well-being—there are three plants that I love working
with. ese three plants each lend their speci c wisdom and resonance, and together,
create a chorus that promotes lucidity, retention of psychic messages, and heightens
accurate, intuitive interpretations: Mugwort, Laurel (Bay), and Clary Sage. ese three
plants support me in attuning to peaceful and e ective resolutions and a deep sense of
clarity.
Working with Mugwort, Laurel (Bay), and Clary Sage in the evening prior to dri ing o
to sleep can support any sleep and dream intention one may have. Working with these
plants upon waking can support the retention and processing of the messages.
I tend to enjoy working with these plants in mist form, such as in Ceremonie's Astral
Dream Mist, but di using the essential oils for 5-10 mins, or even slipping the dried
plants in a small pouch and leaving it under the pillow can also be helpful.
DREAM AURA MIST
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T H E R E O N C E WA S A WO M A N
W H O S WA L L OW E D A F LY

Judging the title, you probably think I'm about to recite a nursery
rhyme, but alas, there is nothing ctional about what I'm about to
share, as I was the woman who once swallowed a y— during a
meeting when I was pitching to a prospective client while I was still
working in the clean tech industry.
e night before the meeting, I had a dream, and in the dream
itself, I was coughing because my throat felt as if I had swallowed a
hairball, and was feeling ticklish. In the dream, I was wearing my
work attire, and I had coughed so hard, that one of my pumps had
kicked o . I woke up and noted it as I always do with my dreams (I
keep a dream journal—which is actually a dream spreadsheet—and
spend a few moments each morning with one of my plant medicine
Aura Mists—Astral Dream—to recall and make intuitive meaning
of the messages from the dreams), and all I knew was that
something that would have to do with my communication,
particularly my speech, and possibly my throat, would need special
attention soon, and most likely that day while at work. My morning
routine consisted of getting the kids ready for school, packing our
lunches, drop o s, and then commuting to the o ce. And I was
careful to wear my laced oxfords in lieu of pumps that day.
e day went as usual, and even at the meeting with the prospective
client, it was going swimmingly well, and I had a moment during
the presentation when I uestioned myself for interpreting the
dream inaccurately, or perhaps had gotten the timing of the
message wrong. As we all tend to have a cornucopia of thoughts
ash in our minds at once, I also felt a glimmer of pride that
perhaps I had managed to escape the prophesized hairball by some
good deed I had done that day that the gods have somehow taken
notice and approved. Could it be because I bought my team co ee
and donuts earlier that day? Or that I had transcended a
mansplaining moment in a boardroom packed with middle aged,
well-to-do white men in suits with patience and compassion? >
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Could it be that all the love and light spiritual bypassing is actually e ective? at indeed all the problems
in the world could be solved with the dogma? (I think not). I also found myself thinking that maybe dreams
are just dreams—random data that our brains si through and produce algorithms that makes no real
relatable meaning. I ju led all those thoughts during that split second. What was real? What was reliable?
What was a dream? So many things, and all because I trusted that the dream had a message for me.
And at that VERY moment, when I opened my mouth as I shared slide 6 from my presentation, a y ew
into my mouth, and down my throat. e y was he y, and its texture felt substantially hairyballish. And as
the dream had foretold, I coughed and coughed and coughed.
At least my footwear stayed on. ❖
is story is drawn from Ceremonie’s Spirit Stories Archives because it aligns perfectly with the March issue’s theme of
Dreams. MORE ON MY BLOG

................................................................................................................................................................................... MARCH 2021 | UNSEEN
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In esoteric symbolism, dreams are
seen as a land of boundlessness,
where the impossible, nonsensical,
and magickal become easily
accessed.

e work then exists for

the dreamer to remember,
unders and, and bridge the
wisdom from that mystery land
to waking life.

P R I VAT E
D R E A M I N T E R P R E TAT I O N S

Back by popular demand, this 60 minute
1:1 video call taps into the intelligence that your
dreams o er through a guided interpretation
with Mimi, and you will learn from the intuitive
and creative life force that exists within you.
Dream analysis can assist you in identifying
blocks that are holding you back in life, learning
from your shadow side, and integrating the
wisdom

of

your

subconscious

into

your

consciousness with clarity and evolving accuracy.
A Private Dream Interpre ation is for you if:
• You’ve had a dream that is intriguing or
puzzling, and you would like guidance in
interpreting it
• You are curious about what your recurrent
dreams mean and how their messages can enrich
your life

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM YOUR DREAM
INTERPRETATION
ank you for your interest in a Private Dream
Interpretation session! Since the 60 minutes will be all
yours, how much we can cover will depend on how long
it takes for you to share all the details of your dreams,
and for me to explain the meanings. Typically, 60
minutes is only enough to cover one dream (or one
recurrent dream series) in depth.
What a Dream Interpretation includes:
• A 60 minute recorded call (with replay link)
• Client has the opportunity to share their dream during
the call
• Mimi will interpret the dream and provide insight on
the key symbols and themes
• Mimi will share any lessons/action steps that the dream
presents
• If relevant and there is enough time, Mimi will o er
advice on how to heighten your dreamwork practice and
potentially other resources or spiritual ‘homework” you
can engage in

• You are at a crossroads in your life and want to
nd direction through your dreams

BOOK A DREAM INTERPRETATION

................................................................................................................................................................................... MARCH 2021 | UNSEEN
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THERE WILL BE MESSAGES
TONIGHT

e other night, when I was lying in bed with the lights out and
eyes closed, about to dri o to sleep, I smelled one of my
ancestors, the covers ever so slightly felt more snug around my
body, and then felt a gentle warmth on my head. is is the rst
time I can recall this happening with the spirits, as I was being
tucked in by my Ah Zoh (my great Grandmother)! ( en) at 41
years of age, there is something rare and precious about this. To be
cherished as a child in the mundane activity of going to bed.
As I relished in the experience of her visit and held the kiss on my
forehead, I heard her say, "Sleep well.
ere will be messages
tonight."
I didn't exactly sleep well that night by the textbook de nition
(though I did wake up feeling tremendously restored). It was July,
and though summer arrived late that year, the heat did eventually
come and the nights were feeling a bit stu y. I tossed and turned
and eventually fell asleep, but it was a sweaty and sticky sort of
night, coupled with a few trips to the washroom on account that I
must have drank more water than usual earlier in the evening.
e dreams came. An ex-friend (let's call her A) from a number of
years ago visited. Consistent with how the dynamics were in real
life, her behaviour of only getting in touch with me when she
needed or wanted something to the exclusion of anything
resembling a healthy, reciprocal friendship persisted in the dreams.
In the dream, A had asked me for a number of things, but what
came through the most was asking for a name and their contact. A
then passed me a note which I received with a curious, open hand.
e scrap of paper containing the note was a blue-lined page
haphazardly ripped out of a coiled notebook, with the torn dots
within the margins of the paper barely hanging on. And the
penmanship was scribbled with both carelessness and calculated
cruelty: What makes you think you're special? We're only friends because
you're useful.

My throat felt parched and the clouds in my head began dissipating.
A's words like an arrow had plunged into a ravine within, deep and
inescapable. e truth of it all so succinctly and plainly said. In that
instance, I recalled all the other times where I stru led with my
worth and voice in my life. For confusing feeling needed with feeling
loved, for not discerning the di erence between being valued versus
being used, and my own failures to express my own needs and
maintain boundaries until situations became unbearable (at which
point, the dynamic had been so established that A or any other
similar friend had a hard time accepting my voice).
is I had come to understand over the years. at I had my own
responsibilities of meeting my own needs. at compromising silently
is not virtuous patience, and that expressing my needs in any
relationship is a dance, one that is reciprocal and one that may ask for
compromise, but one that can be honouring to all. Still, I wondered
why the dream. I had thought that this was well understood and
integrated in my waking life?
I reach for my phone in my morning routine, anticipating my usual 10
minute news scrolling. And there it was, a text had arrived a er I had
gone to bed. Another friend (let's call her B) who shares similar
tendencies to A is asking for the name and details of someone in my
contacts list. Would I introduce them, B asks. ❖
is story is drawn from Ceremonie’s Spirit Stories Archives because it aligns
perfectly with the March issue’s theme of Dreams.
MORE ON MY BLOG

en I woke up.
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MYSTERY MENTORSHIP:
WATER MODULE
WATER MODULE starts April 4!
live stream with replay
includes peer practicum
sliding scale tuition

Ceremonie Mystery Mentorship is an online initiation program for serious seekers
and apprentices to develop and upgrade magickal, core shamanic, occultic, and
psychic skills in accelerated, deepening, and eﬀective ways.

is work is joyous

and liberating, yet it also asks you to show up to all of yourself and access your
agency by acing your demons, recalling your wholeness, and strengthening your
intuition and psychic gi s.
WATER MODULE s arts April 4
DISCOVER THE MYSTERY MENTORSHIP

e Mystery Mentorship program is the culmination of all my
teachings and wisdom from my personal magick, witchcra , core
shamanic practises that I have not made available until now.
Initiate into and weave the Unseen powers and healing wisdom of:
•
Core shamanism
•
Plant spirit healing
•
Shamanic Tarot of the Motherpeace Deck
•
Psychic Development
•
Chaos Magick
•
Ancient Chinese Mysticism
Whether you join for a single module or for the complete 5-part
Mystery Mentorship program spanning 16 months, you will remember your depth, learn how to live in connection with the
supernatural, and shapeshi into your next uni ue expansion with
your intuitive gi s and the hidden powers of the Cosmos.

DISCOVER THE MYSTERY MENTORSHIP

MYSTERY MENTORSHIP INCLUDES
• FLEXIBILITY + ACCESSIBILITY:

e Mystery Mentorship program is

entirely online. In addition, the core materials and content downloaded
during your mentorship are available to you in perpetuity. Tuition is on a
sliding scale.
• EXPERT MENTORSHIP: Weekly online shamanic and occult instruction
expanding you from the foundation to your full pro ciency

WATER MODULE
April 4 - July 10, 2021
• Advanced Shamanic Journeying: Into the
Middle World

• ADVANCEMENT + FLUENCY: Live-stream accountability sessions

• Working with the Element of Water as a

designed to sharpen your intuition, symbolic interpretation, divination, and

Portal

conjuring skills. Whether you are seeking depth, acceleration, or mastery, you

• Dream Interpretation

will be stretched and supported.

• Dream Magick

• PRERE UISITE ESSENTIALS: Free access to the online Introduction to

• Deep Psychic Development:

Shamanic Journeying On-Demand course, and discussion of ethics and values

— Shamanic Dreaming

to establish the bedrock of your learning.

— Shamanic Channeling

• TAILORED ELECTIVES: Free access to learn select or all topics available

— Shamanic Art Therapy

from the canon of On-Demand Courses and Monthly Live E Courses

•Plant Spirit Medicine:

• SUPPORTIVE PRACTICES: An integration of occult tools shamanic

— Water spotlight

journeying and spell prompts, plant spirit medicine recipes, altar and dream

— Skin food recipes

work, recommended reading list, auric rituals, and more.

• Optional Tailored Electives:

• INDEPENDENCE + COMMUNITY:

e Mystery Mentorship is completed

individually, but in the context of a group within each module.

e learning

is further enriched as we grow from each other’s practices. Opportunities to
be part of a spiritual family. Additionally, there is a peer practicum
component in each Module designed to reinforce your learning in a way that
will stick. “What is most personal is most universal." - Carl Rogers
• SPECIAL PERKS: Discounted pricing on plant medicines for skin + aura
and special rates / priority booking for one-on-one private sessions.

— How To Interpret Your Dreams
— Decolonizing Ageism

Finding
Meaning
In Your
Dreams
a collab with goop

Feature Story

When goop reached out to share they were
curious about e ective dreamwork practices,
I was enthused to say the least. I am
incredibly honoured to interpret a goop
editor's dreams, as well as share a few core
skills necessary in the practice.
READ THE GOOP ARTICLE

................................................................................................................................................................................... MARCH 2021 | UNSEEN
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MUSINGS

"Circles
Of life,
Born from
Pulses
Of light,

“In dreams begins responsiblities.”
― Haruki Murakami

Vibrate
To
Breathe,
While

“All great beginnings start in the

Spiraling

dark, when the moon greets you to

Outwards

a new day at midnight.”

For

― Shannon L. Alder

Infinity
Through
The lens

“Where your fear is,
there is your task.”
― C.G. Jung

Of time,
And into
A sea

“Use the wings of the flying Universe,
Dream with open eyes;

Of stars

See in darkness.”

And

― Dejan Stojanovic

Lucid
Dreams.”
― Suzy Kassem
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“You never know. Maybe when
we’re dreaming…we’re more lucid
than when we are awake.”
― Katherine Angela Yeboah

“When you have the same dream over and over
again, your brain is trying to solve a problem. It
knows there's an answer.”
― Anne Osterlund

“If nature has taught us anything it is that
the impossible is probable”
― Ilyas Kassam

................................................................................................................................................................................... MARCH 2021 | UNSEEN
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HOW TO INTERPRET YOUR
DREAMS
TUESDAY, APRIL 6
from 1-3:30PM PST
live-stream with replay
sliding scale tuition

Learn elements of
practice and spirit

This 2.5 e-course includes in-depth

wisdom around

your existing dream work skills.

dream work so you
can begin the cra of
interpreting your
dreams.

and hands-on learning so you can
begin a dream practice, or sharpen

This course is included for all
Mystery Mentorship apprentices
enrolled in the Water Module or
Complete Mystery Mentorship.
DISCOVER THE MYSTERY MENTORSHIP

is live-stream e-course is for you if…
• You are at a crossroads in your life and want to nd direction through your dreams.
• You would like to tap into the intelligence, intuitive, and creative life force that exists within you.
• You know there are blocks holding you back in life and you are ready to identify and clear them.
• You are curious about what your recurrent dreams mean and how their messages can enrich your life.
• You would like to identify and learn from your shadow(s) and integrate into your consciousness
• You have uestions around your health and well-being, and would like to learn what your dreams have to say
• You are interested in working/playing/living smarter, not harder
• You would like to activate, strengthen, or sharpen your intuition and/or psychic gi s
We will cover spirit wisdom and elements of practice around dream work so you can begin the cra of interpreting
your dreams.
WE WILL COVER:
• Mimi will share her personal experiences with dreams - from recurrent dreams to nightmares, from divinatory dreams
to ones that provide messages about her body's needs and overall health.
• Key practical skills to analyze, interpret, and understand your dreams e ectively, including how to cra a dream spell
• e 3 stages involved in dream work
• Identifying your shadow(s), and learning from the shadows via your dreams
• Practical and e ective tips on how to build a meaningful relationship with your dream life and how to bring the
wisdom to consciousness with clarity and evolving accuracy
sliding scale tuition
LEARN HOW TO INTERPRET DREAMS

.................................................................................................................................................................................... MARCH 2021 | UNSEEN
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P O D C A S T S P OT L I G H T S

Something truly supernatural happens when two aligned occultists of
Asian descent come together. e degree of being and feeling seen, the
notes of nuance, the belly laughter are palpable and runs far below the
surface. rough our conversation, Tara Burke of e Witches Muse
Podcast and I experienced a sense of mutual honouring and discovered we
are kindred souls. We chatted about:
• Elemental Magick
• Wu Shamanism
• Witch & Shamanism- What's the Di erence?
• e Fire Element
• Fast Food Spirituality
• Boss Babe Archetype
• e Year of Ox
• e Hierophant Card of 2021

Two podcasts where I've shared about dreams and
dreamwork are Woo Knew? and So You ink
You're Intuitive. ese are taken from my archives
of guest interviews, hope you enjoy!
LISTEN by clicking on the icons!

I AM ON CLUBHOUSE!
Come ﬁnd me at @shopceremonie if you're also
on the Clubhouse app. More to come soon!
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THE SONG SINGS ITSELF

Etheric, synthy, pop-rock-R&B tunes by UK's masked duo's Jadu Heart involves tapping
into alter egos, costuming, and the subconscious to write songs while in character.
eir track, Burning Hour, captures the feeling one has when they awaken from a night
of dreamy, vaporous impressions.

LISTEN TO BURNING HOUR BY JADU HEART

................................................................................................................................................................................... MARCH 2021 | UNSEEN
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WA S M Y W O R K O F VA L U E T O Y O U ?

UNSEEN Magazine is powered by YOU!
With a contribution of $8, you can keep Unseen Magazine,
a passion project + labour of love, thriving and growing.

SUPPORT UNSEEN MAGAZINE
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